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ON SOME PROPERTIES OF INITIAL 
CONVERGENCE STRUCTURES

Sang-Ho Park

1. Introduction
A convergence structure defined by Kent [4] is a correspondence 

between the filters on a given set X and the subsets of X which specifies 
which filters converge to which points of X. This concept is defined to 
include types of convergence whi사】 are more general than that defined 
by specifying a topology on X. Thus, a convergence structure may be 
regarded as a generalization of a topology.

With a_given com^ergence structure q on a set X, Kent introdiBsed 
associated convergence structures which are called a topological mod
ification, a pretopological modification and a pseudotopological modi
fication.

Carstens and Kent [2] seek an answer to the following question: 
When is the pretopological modification associated with a product of 
convergence structures equal to the product of the pretopological mod
ifications associated with the factor convergence structures? A pair of 
convergence spaces X〉Y is said to be topological coherent if the prod
uct of their topological modifications is the topological modification of 
their product. Kent and Richardson [8] devoted to the study of topo
logical coherence. In discussing products of convergence structures, 
they restricted themselves to finite products. Kent defined the order 
relation on the set of all convergence structures on X.

In this paper, we shall study some properties of a convergence struc
ture called the initial convergence structure induced by given conver
gence structures and functions, in particular, relations between the 
modifications associated with the initial convergence structure and the 
initial convergence structures induced by the modifications associated 
with the factor convergence structures, and initial invariant properties. 
By the initial convergence structure, the product convergence structure
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for a finite family of convergence structures is extended to the product 
convergence structure for an arbitrary family of convergence structures.

2. Preliminaries
A convergence structure g on a set X is defined to be a function 

from the set F(X) of all filters on X into the set P(X) of all subsets 
of X, satisfying the following conditions:

(1) x G g(i) for all z € X;
(2) $ C implies q倍)C Q(W)；
(3) x € g($) implies x G q(§ D i),

where x denotes the ultrafilter containing {x};$ and W are in F(X)・ 
Then the pair (X, q) is called a convergence space. If x € g($), then we 
say that $ q-conueTges to x. The filter Vq(x) obtained by intersecting 
all filters which g-converge to x is called the q-neighborhood filter at 
x. If Vq(x) g-converges to x for each c £ X, then q is said to be 

the pair is called a predopological ^pace. A 
convergence structure q is said to be pseudotopologtcal if $ g-converges 
to x whenever each ultrafilter finer than $ 5-converges to x, and the 
pair (X, q) is called a pseudoiopological space.

A convergence structure q is said to be topological if q is pretopolog- 
ical and for each w £ X, the filter Vq(x) has a filter base Bq(x) with 
the following property:

y G G(z) e Bq(x) implies G(w) G Bq(y、).

We shall use the terms utopological convergence structure55 and cctopol- 
ogy,? interchangebly. Also,a pretopological convergence structure and a 
pseudotopological convergence structure shall usually be called a upre- 
topology,, and a Upseudotopology,), respectively.

Let C(X) be the set of all convergence structures on X, partially 
orded as follows:

务 < q2 iff %(令)C % (矶 for all $ € 尸(X).

If qr < §2, then we say that % is coarser than g2, and q2 is finer than 
%•

For any q G C(X\ we define the following related convergence struc
tures, p(q)“r(q))and 入(q):
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(1) 丁 € />(?)($) iff x G q(W) for each ultrafilter W finer than
(2) X e <?)($) iff Vg(x) c 0
(3) x E A(§)($) iff Uq(x) C 轧 where Uq{x) is the filter generated by 

the set응 U E V^(x) which have 나2 property: y E U implies U £ 卩»(，). 
In this case, p(q), 찌、q) and 入(g) are called the pseudotopologtcal modifi
cation^ the pretopological modification and the topological modification 
of q, and the pairs (X/(g)),(X, 찌成)) and (X.(g)) are called the 
pseudotopological modification^ the pretopological modification and the 
topological modification of (X)g))respectively.

Proposition 1. ([4])
(1) p(?) is the finest pseudotopology coarser than q.
(2) 7r(g) is the finest pretopology coarser than q.
(3) 入(q) is the finest topology coarser than q.
(4) A(g) < 戒q) < P(q) < q.

Let / be a map froniJi into Y and $ a filter g Then /($_) 
means 나le filter generated by (/(F) \ F E

Let / be a map from a convergence space (X, q) to a convergence 
space (Kp). Then f is said to be continuous at a point x £ X〉if 
the filter f(由)on Y p-converges to /(t) for every filter $ on X §- 
converging to x. If f is continuous at every point x £ X, then f is 
said to be continuous. Also, f is said to be neighborhood preserving^ if 
*(/(z))= /(K(^))-

Proposition 2. ([6]) If (y,p) is continuous at t g X,
then *(f(z)) C /(%〔£)).

Let X be a nonempty set, (X4 g入)a convergence space and f\：X 
(X，>g，x) a surjection for each A G A. The initial convergence structure 
q on X is defined by specifying that for any x E X and $ €

x € q(①)iff fx(x) e qx(/x($)) each A € A.

In this case, the pair (X, g) is called the initial convergence space in
duced by a family of surjections {/A: X (X刘 q*) | A G A} and q is 
denoted by V人The initial convergence structure q is the coarsest 
convergence structure on X with respect to which all f\： X —> (X入,q入) 

are continuous ([이). From now,given a filter 鱼入 on X入 for each A G A, 
suppose that the family (/£1(BA) | B\ e 臥，人 € A} has the finite 
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intersection property. Then the initial filter of {垂入 | A G A} is the 
filter on X which has a base the set of subsets of X of the form 
riA€A, /「(3人)，where B\ € $ a for each A G A and A' is a finite subset 
of A. The initial filter of {Q\ | A G A} is denoted by \/A€A 臥In 
particular, if X = JJaea the product set and fx： X t (X人人) 

is the A-th projection, then V人wa and V人ea ①入 히紀 called the prod- 
uct convergence structure and the product filter^ and are denoted by 
LIaga q〉、and Haga respectively.

The followings are immediate results of above definitions.

PROPOSITION 3. Let (X\yqx) be a convergence space} 臥 a Hit er 
on X\ , f\： X X\ a surjection for each A G A, $ a filter on X,x G X 
and (X, g) the initial convergence space induced by {f\： X t (X人,q*) | 
A G A}. Then the followings hold:

(1)臥 C /a(Va£a 臥)•⑵ Vaea /a($) c
㈣厶(V杉A厶(业)=么(处.一 ............................

(4) VAeA Vgx (/a(^)) C Vq(x').(It q\ is pretopologicai for each X G A, 
then the equality holds )

(5) If 臥 qx-converges to fx(x) for each A G A, then Vaga ?~ 
converges to x.

PROSITION 4. Let fx： X —> X入 be a surjection, q\ and p\ conver
gence spaces on X\ for each A G A, (X,g) and (X,p) and the ini
tial convergence spaces induced by {fx： X —> (X\g人)| A G A} and 
{J=：X —> (Xa,Pa) I A G A}, respectively. If q\ < p\ for each A G A, 
then q<p, that is, V>eA 冥 < Vaga Pa-

Proof. Let $ E E(X) and x G p(0). Then fx(x) G Px(/a(^)) C 
?a(/a(^)) for any A G A. Thus x £ ^($).

3. Main results

PROPOSITION 5. Let (X，> g人)be a convergence space, f\： X X\ a 
surjection for each A € A, (X, q) the initial convergence space induced 
by {fx： X t (X人，g入)| A G A} Then the followings hold :

(1) If qx is pretopological for each 人 € A, then q is pretopological.
(2) If q\ is topological for each A G A, then q is topological.

In the case f\ is neighborhood preserving for each A G A, the converses 
of (1) and (2) are true.
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Proof, (1) Suppose that q\ is pretopological for each A G A. Let 
x be any element of X. Since 】頌(了人3)) C A(Vg(x)) and f\(x) E 
勿k(卩頌(人S)),八3) G $x(/A(Vg(x)) for each A e A. Thus, x G 
§(V^(x)) and q is pretopological.

Suppose that q is pretopological and f\ is neighborhood preserving 
for each A G A. Let y be any element of X\ and y = for some 
z E X, Then x £ q(Vg(工)). Thus,

y = Jh(z) e qx(fx(yg(x)) = qx(vqx(fx(x)')=以(此Jg))

and q\ is pretopological.
(2) Suppose that qx is topological for each A € A. Let x E X and 

fx(z)= 心.Then the filter Vgx(x\) has a filter base 码入(:以)with 
나r following property: yx E G\ E Bqx(x\) implies G\ € Bqx(y\). 
Let Bg(x) be the family of subsets of X of the form QAeA/ 了['(3入)， 

where B\ G Bqx^x\) and A' is a finite subset of A. Thenis the 
filter base for the initial filter V人ca 卩命入 S入)• Since q\ is pretopological, 
Vaca ^?a(xa)=】％(*). Therefore, Bq(x) is the filter base for Vq(x). 
Let y e G e Bq(x) and G = QAGA/ 六~'(J3入),where B\ G Bqx(x\) and 
N is a finite subset of A. Then y G and hence f\(y) € B\ for
each A € A\ Thus, B\ € 5n(/A(y)) and G G B3(y). Consequently, q 
is topological.

Conversely, suppose that q is topological and f\ is neighborhood 
preserving for each A E A. Then for each z £ X, Vg(x) has a filter base 

with the following property: y E G E Bq{x) implies G € Bq(g). 
Let Bqx(fx(r)) = {fx(G) | G G Then Bgx(/A(z)) is a filter
base for fx(Vg(x)) = I頌(f*)) since f\ is neighborhood preserving. 
Let y\ G G\ G Then there exists G 6 Bg(x) such that
fx(G) = G\. Take y E G with fx(y) = Then G G 码(折 and hence 
Gx = /a(G) e BqJJx印))=Bqx[yx\ Therefore, q\ is topological.

Proposition 6. Let fx：X t X人 be a surjection and (X*p(qx)) 
the pseudotopological modification of a convergence space (X^q入)for 
each A € A. Let (X, VAeA qx) and (X, Vaga P(?A)) be the initial con
vergence spaces induced by {f\： X —> (X, q\) | A € A] and {f\： X —> 
(X"(g*)) I A e A), respectively. Then XVaga < Vasa

Proof. Let $ be a filter on X and x G V)低a P(9a)(^)- Then /a(^) E 
P(5a)(/a(^)) for each A € A. Let W be an ultrafilter finer than $.Then
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/\(W) D A(^) and fx(W) is an ultrafilter on X\. Thus, fx(x) G 
9入(fx(W)) for each A G A. Therefore, x e (Vaca 冬人)W) and x G 
XVaea 9入)(令).Consequently, (VAga P(?a))($) C 的心 9x)($), that 
谊 XVaea < V入&"(»)• This completes the proof.

Consequently, we obtain the following corollary.
COROLLARY 7. Let fx： X -승 X\ be a surjection and (X人人)), 

(X* %(gA)) 히边 (Xx/)(g人)) be the topological,the pretopological and 
the pseudotopological modification of a convergence space (X& q〉［) for 
each A € A, respectively. Let (X, Vaga 9a)3 (X, Vaga
(X)Vaga，「(g入))and (X, Vaea P(9a)) be the initial convergence spaces 
induced by

(A： x T(xA? ?A) IA e A}, (/A： x T(x» A(gA)) | a e a}3
{fx：X T (X 人次(q 人))I AeA} and {fx:X t (Xa,p(9a)) | A G A),

respectively. Then the following inequalities hold:
⑴ V梅a 시G) J A(V>eA 9入) 7「(Vx&0)・
(2)V>eA 人(以)< VaGa 笫(9人)< <Va€A ?a)

—Vaga P(?a) V Vaga
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